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FPC is not "very modern". The runtime library does not compare to JVM,. There are no more books,
magazines, jobs, live conventions, in most countries, online classes, etc. Over 72K in its repository. Delphi
does not have automatic memory management of objects. Crystal Reports dropped Delphi support after the s,
etc. But "best for some kind of programs" is absolutely true. You list things that you think are good, but they
are not - at least not always. For example type inference, multiple assignments, memory management. Perhaps
you are too young to understand? What a load of bull. As McWafflestix says, there is value in having a
simplified environment "Simplified environment"? I would say it is, and has always been, pretty sophisticated.
Similarly, my analysis shows that Torry adds a new, free or open source package at a rate just under 0. Net, 59
for Python, etc. Just google, or look on GitHub and similar sites. Take a look at the JEDI site too. In Delphi,
one of the most popular implementations of Pascal, you can also use the GetIt manager to find software for
Delphi paid, trial and open source software. Read sites like "begin end" or "DelphiFeeds. Again, what happens
on Torry is not so relevant anymore, for Pascal.
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Programmers wrote source code using a text editor ; the source code was then compiled into object code often
requiring multiple passes , and a linker combined object code with runtime libraries to produce an executable
program. In the early IBM PC market â€”83 the major programming tool vendors all made compilers that
worked in a similar fashion. For example, the Microsoft Pascal system consisted of two compiler passes and a
final linking pass which could take minutes on systems with only floppy disks for secondary storage, although
programs were very much smaller than they are today. This process was less resource-intensive than the later
integrated development environment IDE. Vendors of software development tools aimed their products at
professional developers, and the price for these basic tools plus ancillary tools like profilers ran into the
hundreds of dollars. Unlike some other development tools, Turbo Pascal disks had no copy protection. Turbo
Pascal came with the famous "Book License": Pournelle disliked the requirement to buy another license to
distribute binaries, but noted that "it turns out not to be a lot more. The third stated that it was "not a good
compiler for developing massive applications", but added that it was greatly superior to BASIC , the
programming language usually associated with home computers at the time. Citing Anacreon as "a good
example of how complex a program you can write in Pascal", and the many libraries available from Borland
and other developers, he wrote "I am more and more convinced that Turbo Pascal is the programming
language of choice for people who are more interested in what they want the machine to do than in how to
make that happen. I think it may well be the language for the rest of us". Anders Hejlsberg joined the company
as an employee and was the architect for all versions of the Turbo Pascal compiler and the first three versions
of Borland Delphi. The integrated Pascal compiler was of good quality compared to other Pascal products of
the time. The execution speed of these COM -format programs was a revelation for developers whose only
prior experience programming microcomputers was with interpreted BASIC or UCSD Pascal , which
compiled to p-code which was then interpreted at runtime. The installer, lister, and compiler with its IDE, and
the source code for a simple spreadsheet program called MicroCalc written by Philippe Kahn as a
demonstration, would fit on a single floppy disc. A disc copy without MicroCalc would accommodate the
source code and compiled executable of a reasonable-sized programâ€”as it was common at the time for users
to have only a single floppy drive as mass storage , it was a great convenience to be able to fit both the
compiler and the program being written on a single disc, avoiding endless disc swapping. He would bring in
poor Greg Whitten [programming director of Microsoft languages] and yell at him for half an hour. In
particular RAM was expensive. It was able to perform well and compile very fast with the amount of RAM on
a typical home computer. The IDE was simple and intuitive to use, and had a well-organized system of menus.
Early versions of the editor used WordStar key functions, which was the de facto standard at the time. Later
versions of the IDE, designed for PCs with more disk space and memory, could display the definitions of the
keywords of the language by putting the cursor over a keyword and pressing the F1 key conventionally used to
display help. Many definitions included example code. In addition to standard executable programs, the
compiler could generate Terminate and Stay Resident TSR programs, small utilities that stayed in memory and
let the computer do other tasksâ€”running several programs at the same time, multitasking , was not otherwise
available. Borland itself produced a small application suite called Sidekick that was a TSR letting the user
keep a diary, notes, and so forth. Versions 2â€”7[ edit ] Versions 2 and 3 were incremental improvements to
the original Turbo Pascal, a basic all-in-one system, working in memory and producing. CMD batch files later
used in bit Microsoft Windows. Program source code could be extended by the use of Included files, and the.
COM programs could be overlaid , [18] effectively using virtual memory if they would not otherwise fit in
memory. Version 4, released in , was a total rewrite, with both look and feel and internal operation much
changed; versions 5 to 7 were incremental improvements and expansions. The compiler generated executables
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in. Version 4 introduced units, and a full-screen text user interface with pull-down menus; earlier versions had
a text-based menu screen and a separate full-screen editor. Microsoft Windows was still very experimental
when the first version was released, and even mice were rare. Colour displays were replacing monochrome;
TP version 5. Later versions came in two packages with the same version number: Assembly language[ edit ]
While all versions of Turbo Pascal could include inline machine code , starting with version 6 it was possible
to integrate assembly language within Pascal source code. Debugging and profiling[ edit ] The IDE provided
several debugging facilities, including single stepping , examination and changing of variables, and
conditional breakpoints. In later versions assembly-language blocks could be stepped through. The user could
add breakpoints on variables and registers in an IDE window. Programs using IBM PC graphics mode could
flip between graphics and text mode automatically or manually, or display both on two screens. For cases
where the relatively simple debugging facilities of the IDE were insufficient, Turbopower Software produced
a more powerful debugger, T-Debug. TD was usually supplied in conjunction with the Turbo Assembler and
the Turbo Profiler, a code profiler that reported on the time spent in each part of the program to assist program
optimisation by finding bottlenecks. Development and debugging could be carried out entirely within the IDE
unless the advanced debugging facilities of Turbopower T-Debug, and later TD, were required. Units[ edit ]
Over the years, Borland enhanced not only the IDE, but also extended the programming language. A
development system based on ISO standard Pascal requires implementation-specific extensions for the
development of real-world applications on the platforms they target. Standard Pascal is designed to be
platform-independent, so prescribes no low-level access to hardware- or operating system-dependent facilities.
Standard Pascal also does not prescribe how a large program should be split into separate compilation units.
For example, the line uses crt; in a program included the unit called crt; the uses is the mechanism for using
other compilation units. In , when Turbo Pascal 4 was released, Modula-2 was making inroads as an
educational language which could replace Pascal. Instead of porting their Modula-2 compiler to DOS, Borland
chose to implement separate compilation in their established Pascal product. Separate compilation was not
part of the standard Pascal language, but was already available in UCSD Pascal , which was very popular on
8-bit machines. Also, the language had a statement to include separate source code in a program when
necessary, and overlaying was supported from TP3, but, as with overlays, chained objects had to fit into the
original limited program memory space. As computing and storage facilities advanced, the ability to generate
large EXE files was added to Turbo Pascal, with the ability to statically link and collectively load separately
compiled objects. Object-oriented programming[ edit ] From version 5. Borland called its language Object
Pascal , which was greatly extended to become the language underlying Delphi which has two separate OOP
systems. Pascal originator Niklaus Wirth consulted in developing these extensions, which built upon the
record type already present in Pascal. Turbo Pascal was superseded for the Windows platform by Delphi ; the
Delphi compiler can produce console programs in addition to GUI applications, so that the use of Turbo and
Borland Pascal became unnecessary. Much like versions 1 to 3 for other operating systems, it was written in
compact assembly language and had a very powerful IDE, but no good debugger. Borland did not support this
product very well, although they issued a version 1. Macintosh support was dropped soon after. The and bit
Delphi versions still support the more portable Pascal enhancements of the earlier products i. This language
backwards compatibility means much old Turbo Pascal code can still be compiled and run in a modern
environment today. Other suppliers have produced software development tools compatible with Turbo Pascal.
The best-known are Free Pascal and Virtual Pascal. Freeware release[ edit ] Borland released several versions
of Turbo Pascal as freeware after they became "antique software" abandonware in It was the state-approved
educational programming language for all South African secondary schools until Today it continues to be
taught in some universities around the world as an introduction to computer programming, usually advancing
to C or Java or both. Some lecturers prefer to use Borland Pascal 7 or Turbo Pascal 5. This unit contains code
in its initialization section to determine the CPU speed and calibrate delay loops. This is caused because a loop
runs to count the number of times it can iterate in a fixed time, as measured by the real-time clock. Programs
subject to this error can be recompiled from source code with a compiler patched to eliminate the error using a
TURBO. If the source code is available, porting to libraries without CPU clock speed dependency is a solution
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too. In the early days, Real was the most popular. Many PCs did not have a floating point coprocessor so all
FP had to be done in software. Sample code[ edit ] Pascal is not case-sensitive. The syntax for the statement
case is more flexible than standard Pascal. Sets may only have up to 28 members. The standard Pascal String
preceded by a length byte is supported, and takes a fixed amount of storage; later versions added a more
flexible null-terminated type, calling the older type "short string". Older source code which handles strings in
non-standard ways e. This is the classic Hello world program in Turbo Pascal: This asks for a name and writes
it back to the screen a hundred times:
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Deny the existence of God - oo - oo And now it should be obvious how the expected utility calculations ought
to go. Let p, q, and r be the probabilities that you assign to the three possible states respectively, and assume
that they are all neither 0 nor 1. The infinite is like the finite in some matehmatical respects, but very different
in others. There is more than one way to make this line of thought mathematically rigorous. Some ways will
validate this crude line of reasoning. If you know something about transfinite arithmetic, this might be an
interesting topic to pursue in a paper. But of course this is somewhat arbitrary. For as soon as we introduce the
possibility of the Perverse God, it turns out that the rational choice depends crucially on the finite numbers we
assign in the last column. But these numbers were soft. It might be that the pleasures and comforts of belief
outweigh the anxiety of agnosticism. In that case, perhaps these numbers should be reversed, in which case we
would have a different recommendation. The general point is that any argument for the existence of God that
depends crucially on how these finite numbers are assigned is not to be taken seriously unless much more can
be said about what these numbers ought to be. But that is not the only problem. These calculations work out as
they do because we have included only two theistic possibilities. If we were to add others -- a Jealous God
who rewards only those who believe in him and call him by name, punishing the rest, including the Christian
believers, a shy God who rewards only those who believe in some other God while punishing atheists,
agnostics, and those who believe in him, etc. A complete formulation of the problem would have to take into
account each of these relevant possibilities, adding a new column for each sort of God. And it should be
obvious that we have no idea what such a complete representation would like, nor even whether the idea
makes any sense. In view of all this, it seems premature -- to say the least -- to place any confidence at all in
the argument as Pascal presents it. You might consult the discussion by Lycan and Schlesinger in the textbook
for some possible responses. But I will now suggest that even if this problem were somehow solved, the
Wager would still be invalid. I first heard this problem from Alan Hajek, who teaches philosophy at Cal Tech.
Apparently he was not the first to discover it; but it was discovered only very recently, and if nothing else this
should convince you that there are still new things to say about old and much-discussed philosophical
arguments. So far we have been supposing that the practical problem we face is to decide whether or not to
believe that God exists. But as Pascal freely admits, belief is not simply a matter of the will. We cannot simply
choose to believe anything. We can decide to try to believe, or to take steps that are likely to bring about
belief. We can, as Pascal says, attend Mass, take holy water, pray, meditate, read the Bible, and so on. But we
cannot simply choose to believe that God exists. Suppose first that God exists, and suppose that you try to
believe. Before we took it for granted that the upper left hand corner of the payoff matrix should contain an
infinite payoff, since the divine reward for believing is infinite felicity. But now this is not so clear. If you try
to believe there is some probability that you will succeed, in which case you will get the infinite benefit; but
there is also some probability that you will fail, in which case your will pay the infinite penalty. Suppose that p
is the probability of succeeding in your most earnest attempt to believe, and 1-p is the probability of failing.
See the starred note above for a caveat about this sort of reasoning. As with Saul on the road to Damascus,
belief sometimes comes to those who have made no effort whatsoever to attain it. It is true that trying to
believe increases the probability that we will secure infinite felicity and avoid infinite misery. But given the
principles about infinity we assumed above, especially the principle that says that an infinite quantity divided
by any finite quantity is still infinite, we seem forced to say that any shot at an infinite gain has infinite
expected utility. The probability of success does not matter. What this shows is first that the decision matrix
must be more complicated than we have let on. The value of the act of trying to believe depends on two
independent factors: The value of not trying likewise depends on two factors: As a first approximation, we
might represent the problem as follows:
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Function overloading First, something simple. The distinction is made by the usage of appropriate reference
type of an argument. No new keywords, no special symbols to distinguish them. If it was, we would have a
problem: Implicit move of lvalues is dangerous and is forbidden by the standard. What if we want to pass a
vector we no longer care about to another function? We know that v is potentially big and we want to move it,
thus making the code more efficient. This way arg in g std:: For example, working with temporary streams is
now possible without extra effort: But code without tricks is a better code, right? What about assigning to
rvalue reference? Now, what about 3? As I said earlier, std:: By looking at the code we know that we passed
temporary to std:: Returning from functions Rvalue references can confuse newcomers. How about returning
rvalue reference: We return rvalue to a local object, which is destroyed at the end of the scope. Although t is
an lvalue, the standard says that: We have to explicitly ask for it. Their understanding can help writing better
code and lead to less eyebrow raising. I hope that above examples convinced you to spend some time learning
about them.
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Practical Compiling with Pascal-S, by Michael Rees Programming Language Translation: A Practical Approach One of
these might have been the one I used as a reference to write a.
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Buy Practical Compiling with PASCAL-S by Mike Rees David Robson (ISBN:) from Amazon's Book Store. Everyday low
prices and free delivery on eligible orders.
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I think I remember a book or two that had full small-pascal compilers in the text of them, written in pascal. Of course, this
requires bootstrapping to get to a target machine.
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Practical reasons to know and understand C++ value categories. Definition of value categories. Before the C++11
standard was accepted value categories had been quite simple to grasp: expression was either a lvalue or an rvalue.
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